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Abstract—The scaling of coherent and non-coherent channel
capacity is studied in a single-input multiple-output (SIMO) block
Rayleigh fading channel as both the bandwidth and the number
of receiver antennas go to infinity jointly with the transmit
power fixed. The transmitter has no channel state information
(CSI), while the receiver may have genie-provided CSI (coherent
receiver), or the channel statistics only (non-coherent receiver).
Our results show that if the available bandwidth is smaller than
a threshold bandwidth which is proportional (up to leading order
terms) to the square root of the number of antennas, there is no
gap between the coherent capacity and the non-coherent capacity
in terms of capacity scaling behavior. On the other hand, when
the bandwidth is larger than this threshold, there is a capacity
scaling gap. Since achievable rates using pilot symbols for channel
estimation are subject to the non-coherent capacity bound, this
work reveals that pilot-assisted coherent receivers in systems with
a large number of receive antennas are unable to exploit excess
spectrum above a given threshold for capacity gain.
Index Terms—Massive MIMO, wideband channel, non-
coherent Communications, Energy modulation
I. INTRODUCTION
Spectral efficiency continues to be an important driver for
next generation wireless communication systems, including
5G cellular. Hence, communication techniques using large
antenna arrays and large bandwidths have attracted significant
attention from both industry and academia. Intuitively, increas-
ing the number of antennas and/or the operating bandwidth
increases the number of signal dimensions in a communication
system, enabling improved performance. However, an accurate
knowledge of the wireless channel parameters at the receiver is
essential to achieving this performance. Obtaining knowledge
of the instantaneous channel state information (CSI) at the
receiver becomes increasingly difficult when either the number
of antennas or the bandwidth is large. This has motivated much
work investigating channel capacity under varying degrees of
receiver CSI, especially in multi-antenna or wideband systems.
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The impact of receiver CSI on channel capacity may be
studied by comparing the capacity of a channel under the
assumption that the CSI is perfectly known at the receiver
(coherent capacity) with the capacity of a channel where
the CSI is unknown (non-coherent capacity). The coherent
capacity has been well characterized for many point-to-point
channels, including those arising in the context of a multi-
antenna or a wideband system [2]. Results for the capacity
of the non-coherent channel are more elusive. Existing works
on non-coherent channel capacity include [3]–[9], which char-
acterize properties of the capacity, and the capacity-achieving
distribution. Some of these works also establish upper and
lower capacity bounds for certain channel models.
In addition to capacity expressions and bounds, there has
been some recent work which has characterized the asymptotic
behavior of the capacity of various noncoherent channels.
Two asymptotic regimes that are relevant to our analysis in
this manuscript include characterizations of the non-coherent
capacity achieving schemes both in asymptotically wideband
systems with a fixed number of antennas [10]–[19], and in
narrowband systems with an asymptotically large number of
antennas [20]–[27].
A major focus in the study of wideband systems with a
finite number of antennas is the inherent capacity gap between
coherent and non-coherent systems under constraints on the
signal “peakiness” [10]–[19]. To narrow or close this gap, it is
necessary to use either signals with unbounded peakiness [13]–
[15] or to reduce the bandwidth occupancy of the signal by
restricting the transmitted signal power to a small subset of the
available spectrum [16], [18]. In either case, even though the
rate gap is closed with increasing peakiness, the non-coherent
receivers have a second order suboptimality [12] compared to
coherent receivers in terms of capacity growth with increasing
bandwidth.
On the other hand, a significant challenge in narrowband
systems with large antenna arrays (e.g., in multiuser massive
Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) systems) is channel
estimation [21], [23]. If the receiver has perfect CSI, the
degrees of freedom (DoF) in an i.i.d. Rayleigh channel is
the minimum of the number of transmit and receive antennas.
This suggests that, if the number of receiver antennas is high
and the number of transmit antennas is increased, the DoF,
and hence the overall capacity, increases. Without perfect
CSI, however, the DoF cannot be increased arbitrarily by
having more transmit antennas [26]. In fact in a non-coherent
Rayleigh fading channel with the number of transmit antennas
greater than the coherence length, it has been shown that the
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2capacity does not increase at all by adding more transmit
antennas [3]. This implies that increasing the number of
transmit antennas cannot make the capacity grow indefinitely
in the non-coherent channel as in the coherent channel. The
capacity can still grow logarithmically with the number of
receive antennas in the non-coherent channel [28], [29]. In
multiple-user scenarios where the number of users remains
constant as the number of antennas scales a similar scaling
limitation exists. Motivated by this, in the remainder of the
manuscript, we focus on a single user system with a single
transmit antenna (point-to-point SIMO channel). With regard
to our main result, in the last section of the paper we argue that
our main result on capacity scaling for a point-to-point SIMO
channel can be extended to MIMO channels and multiuser
systems with a finite number of users/transmitters.
In this work, we characterize the capacity scaling of the
block fading wideband massive SIMO channel and investigate
the gap in a scaling law sense between the coherent and
non-coherent capacities of this channel as both the bandwidth
and the number of receiver antennas jointly scale to infinity.
A major difference of our analysis from existing wideband
coherent vs. non-coherent capacity comparisons summarized
above is that we assume both the number of receive an-
tennas and the bandwidth are very large. Assuming both
dimensions scale to infinity reveals the following challenge
in applying prior results for scaling across only one of these
two dimensions. Prior work on wideband characterizations of
non-coherent capacity e.g., [11], [13] with a fixed number
of antennas assume a low-SNR regime where the available
transmit power is spread across a very wide bandwidth. On
the other hand, characterizations of non-coherent narrowband
channel capacity with a large number of antennas (e.g., [28],
[29]) cannot use low-SNR capacity results since the received
SNR does not decrease with the number of antennas. Thus,
prior results in only one of these asymptotic regimes are
not immediately applicable to the situation where both the
bandwidth and the number of antennas scale jointly.
The main contribution of this manuscript is the derivation of
capacity scaling for the block fading wideband massive SIMO
channel using a non-coherent receiver with knowledge only
of the channel statistics. To do this, we first derive a capacity
upper bound. Next, we describe an achievable scheme based
on the use of energy modulation [28]–[31]. This matches the
scaling behavior of the upper bound, thereby establishing the
capacity scaling result.
Our analysis reveals that, when the bandwidth is smaller
than a threshold bandwidth which is proportional to the square
root of the number of antennas, the capacity of the coherent
wideband massive SIMO channel displays the same scaling
as the capacity of the non-coherent wideband massive SIMO
channel. Further capacity gain in a scaling sense cannot be
achieved by increasing the bandwidth above this threshold.
An important practical implication of our findings arises
for pilot-assisted coherent receivers under our channel model,
as compared to coherent receivers with perfect receiver CSI.
Since we consider block fading models with any finite block-
length, our non-coherent channel capacity scaling analysis is
also applicable when a coherent detection technique relies on
pilot-assisted channel estimation rather than perfect CSI. Thus,
our analysis suggests that the coherent channel capacity is not
necessarily an accurate indicator of rate scaling in practical
systems when more spectrum and a larger number of antennas
are available, as in the case of 5G. Furthermore, we find
numerically that the trends predicted in our capacity scaling
law characterization may be applicable outside the asymptotic
regimes of large bandwidth and numbers of antennas. In
particular, our results indicate that the derived capacity scaling
laws are applicable for systems with tens to hundreds of
antennas and several tens of MHz of bandwidth which is
consistent with the design of some existing wireless systems.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section II de-
scribes the general frequency-selective Rayleigh block fading
channel model and the different system parameters. Section
III describes our main result on capacity scaling. Section IV
contains the general analysis strategy and outlines the proof
of the converse. Section V describes a scheme based on EM
constellations that achieves the capacity scaling. Section VI
provides numerical examples, discussion and extensions of the
main results in the paper. Finally Section VII concludes the
paper.
A. Notation
We use uppercase letters (A, B, C, . . . ) to refer to random
variables, and lowercase letters (a, b, c, . . . ) to refer to their
realization. We use script notation A,B, . . . to refer to sets.
We use tensor notation (objects with indices) here to refer
to collections of objects. If the index of a tensor object
is a set, that refers to the collection of all objects with
the corresponding indices belonging to the set. For example
XA represents a one dimensional vector with coefficients
{Xa,∀a ∈ A}, xA,B denotes a two dimensional matrix, and
so on.
We use f(N) = Θ(g(N)) to denote that there exist con-
stants c1, c2, N0 > 0 such that for all N > N0, c1 <
f(N)
g(N) <
c2, and f(N) = o(b(N)) to denote that lim
N→∞
f(N)
g(N) = 0 [32].
We use f(N) / g(N) to denote f(N) ≤ g(N) + o(g(N)).
We use f(N)=˙g(N) to denote limN→∞ f(N)− g(N) = 0.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS
We consider a single-antenna transmitter and N antennas at
the receiver. We assume an independent identically distributed
(i.i.d.) block fading wideband channel model, such that the
bandwidth is divided into a number of independent frequency-
flat subchannels. Such a channel may arise, for example, in
a rich scattering environment with a high delay spread. We
assume that the delay spread is constant
We assume further that the subchannel gains experience
Rayleigh fading that is i.i.d. across subchannels and receiver
antennas. The validity of this assumption depends on wireless
propagation in the bands of operation and on the number of
receiver antennas. In sub-6 GHz bands with a rich scattering
environment, this assumption is typically more accurate than
in mmWave bands (e.g., 28 GHz, 38 GHz, 60 GHz) where
the propagation is more specular. And less scattering leads
3Fig. 1: Block-fading frequency-selective channel consisting in B in-
dependent subchannels of bandwidth Bs each, where each subchannel
experiences flat i.i.d. Rayleigh block-fading with block length Lc.
to more correlation across fading realizations. Our analysis
does not apply in channels when the i.i.d. assumption is not
valid. Some existing work on wideband sparse channels have
reported an “overspreading” phenomenon similar to ours. We
discuss this related work and possible extensions in Section
VI-E.
We take the subchannel bandwidth to be the coherence
bandwidth Bc which is assumed fixed in this manuscript.
We also assume that the coherence time is fixed, equal to
Lc symbols and that each subchannel experiences narrowband
block fading [2]. The number of subchannels is B, thus the
total bandwidth is BBs.
The channel can be represented on the resource grid de-
picted in Figure 1 where we denote the transmitted symbol
indices by ` ∈ {0, . . . , Lc − 1} , L, the receive antennas
by r ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1} , N , and the subchannels by m ∈
{0, . . . , B − 1} , B. For each triplet (r,m, `) ∈ N × B × L
the channel output Yr,m,` is given by
Yr,m,` = Hr,mXm,` + Zr,m,`. (1)
where Zr,m,` ∼ CN (0, 1) is Additive White Gaussian Noise
(AWGN). Hr,m ∼ CN (0, 1) is the channel gain, which is
i.i.d. for each r and m but remains constant over all ` ∈ L,
and Xm,` is the channel input, where the set of transmitted
symbols XB,L are subject to the power constraint
E
[
1
BLc
∑
`∈L
∑
m∈B
|Xm,`|2
]
≤ P, (2)
where P is the average power available to the single-antenna
transmitter. This is the block Rayleigh fading model with
coherence block length Lc. In this paper we assume Lc and
P are constants; furthermore Lc = Θ(1) and P = Θ(1) will
be used interchangeably since we study the scaling behavior.
In our analysis we compare the ergodic capacity [2] of
coherent and non-coherent channels as defined below. Ergodic
capacity is a more appropriate performance indicator than ca-
pacity with outage in modern wireless technologies with turbo
coding and hybrid automated repeat request [33]. Furthermore,
we assume no transmitter CSI for both the coherent and the
non-coherent systems.
Definition 1. We define the coherent ergodic capacity of the
block fading Rayleigh channel as a function of N and B as
Cc(N,B) = sup
p(XB,L)
EHN ,B [I (XB,L;YN ,B,L|HN ,B)] (3)
Definition 2. We define the non-coherent ergodic capacity of
the block fading Rayleigh channel as a function of N and B
as
Cn(N,B) = sup
p(XB,L)
EHN ,B [I (XB,L;YN ,B,L)] (4)
Here, note that Cc(N,B) and Cn(N,B) are specified in
units of bits per fading block. The coherent capacity can be put
in bits per channel use as BsLcCc(N,B) where
Bs
Lc
is a constant
that does not affect scaling results, and likewise for the non-
coherent capacity. Note also that the supremum is outside the
expectation operator and p(XB,L) does not depend on the
channel, as there is no feedback nor CSI at the transmitter.
In our analysis, we will study the scaling of Cc(N,B)
and Cn(N,B) asymptotically as B,N both go to infinity
according to the following relation:
 = lim
B,N→∞
log(B)
log(N)
, (5)
for a non-negative constant . This may equivalently be
expressed as B = Θ(N ).
III. MAIN RESULT
A. Coherent capacity scaling
We begin by formalizing the scaling of the capacity of
the coherent channel Cc(B,N) for large N . Since optimal
inputs and receiver combining are well known for the SIMO
channel with perfect CSI, the scaling result follows from
simple observations on known expressions.
Lemma 1. For  < 1, the capacity of a coherent block
Rayleigh fading i.i.d. wideband SIMO channel with N receive
antennas and bandwidth B = Θ(N ), where HN ,B is known
perfectly at the receiver, and the transmitter has no CSI nor
feedback, scales as
Cc(B,N) = Θ(N
 log(N)). (6)
For  ≥ 1 it scales as
Cc(B,N) = Θ(N). (7)
Proof. The SIMO channel capacity with perfect CSI at the
receiver is well known. We consider a SIMO model where
for each pair (m, `) ∈ B × L the subchannel HN ,m is an
independent vector. Since there is no feedback or CSI at the
transmitter, the ergodic capacity is achieved using Gaussian
inputs with equal power in all subchannels [2]. Since there is
4only one transmit antenna, maximal ratio combining can be
used at the receiver and the capacity is
Cc(N,B) = EHN ,m
[
BBs log(1 +
P (
∑N−1
r=0 |Hr,m|2)
B
)
]
bit/s.
(8)
The expectation is taken over the randomness in the sub-
channel coefficients.
∑N−1
r=0 |Hr,m|2 is chi-square distributed
with 2N degrees of freedom and in the limit N → ∞ the
term P (
∑N−1
r=0 |Hr,m|2)
B → NPB concentrates sharply around a
quantity proportional to N1−, since P is constant. Thus, with
 < 1, the ergodic capacity scales as Θ(B log(N)). For  = 1,
the SNR per subchannel does not increase, hence the ergodic
capacity scales as Θ(B) = Θ(N). Finally, for  > 1 the
capacity expression is the same but the effective SNR per
subchannel decreases as N increases. Using the approximation
log(1 +x) ' x for x 1 the ergodic capacity is proportional
to N
1+
N for sufficiently large N , which reduces to Θ(N).
B. Non-coherent capacity scaling
A closed form expression for the capacity of the general
multi-antenna non-coherent channel is not available. Instead,
we characterize the scaling behavior of an upper bound to the
capacity and show that a scheme with the same rate scaling
exponent is achievable. The upper bound and achievable
scheme coincide in a scaling law sense but the corresponding
rates may differ by constant or lower order terms.
Theorem 1. The capacity scaling for the non-coherent block
fading i.i.d. Rayleigh wideband SIMO channels with N receive
antennas and bandwidth B = N , with a finite coherence time
Lc, satisfies
Θ(Nmin(,
1
2 )−α) ≤ Cn(B,N) ≤ Θ(Nmin(, 12 )+α) (9)
for all α > 0.
Proof. The proof is trivial for  < 12 , for which we use the
coherent capacity bound, i.e.,
Cn(B,N) ≤ Cc(B,N).
Therefore with  < 12 the upper bound is Cn(B,N) ≤ Θ(N ).
In addition, the EM scheme discussed in Section V achieves
a rate Θ(N ) with a vanishing error probability if and only if
 < 12 . In addition, for the case  >
1
2 it is trivial to construct
an achievable scheme by using a subset of the channels, i.e.,
selecting B′ =
√
N < B subchannels to transmit using
the same EM scheme described in Section V. Hence, the
remainder of the proof consists in showing that when  > 12
a rate scaling Θ(N ) is not achievable when the channel
realization is not known at the receiver. In a prior work [1],
we derived a bound on the same exponent for the achievable
rate with inputs subject to a PAPR (peak to average power
ratio) constraint with the fading blocklength Lc = 1. In the
current work, we do not make any assumptions on the PAPR
or Lc, except for the latter staying constant.
We establish a capacity upper bound for  > 12 in Section
IV. This reveals that any capacity optimal scheme cannot use
bandwidth more than Θ(N
1
2 ). We then show in Section V, an
achievability result using energy modulation which matches
the capacity scaling in the sense of the theorem above. This
establishes the theorem.
Comparing Lemma 1 and Theorem 1, we observe that
the capacities of coherent and non-coherent channels scale
the same way when the bandwidth scales slower than a
certain threshold (Θ(N1/2)), whereas beyond that threshold,
additional bandwidth does not help increase the non-coherent
capacity scaling.
Furthermore, we have the following corollary:
Corollary 1. The capacity scaling of coherent and non-
coherent receivers is the same in a wideband massive SIMO
system if the bandwidth is lower than a threshold bandwidth
proportional to the square root of the number of antennas.
Proof. This follows directly from Lemma 1 and Theorem 1.
Remark 1. There is a rate scaling gap between genie-aided
coherent receivers and pilot-assisted coherent receivers when
the bandwidth scales faster than Θ(N1/2) in a wideband block
Rayleigh fading SIMO channel.
This remark follows from that fact that coherent receivers
considered in this manuscript use genie-aided perfect noiseless
CSI, which involves knowing HN ,B perfectly. CSI obtained
in any practical wireless system is not perfect, it is always
acquired through the use of pilot symbols in a noisy channel.
Thus pilot-assisted coherent receivers which perform chan-
nel estimation and symbol demodulation separately are also
subject to the non-coherent capacity limit derived in this
manuscript.
These implications will be illustrated through simulation
results in Section VI-C.
IV. PROOF OF THE CONVERSE
In this section, we derive an upper bound on the capacity of
the SIMO system per subchannel (10). We then exploit the fact
that the wideband SIMO channel consists of multiple parallel
subchannels which are statistically identical to derive a final
upper bound on the capacity.
Cn(B,N) = max
p(XB,L):E[ 1BLc
∑
`∈L
∑
m∈B |Xm,`|2]≤P
EHN ,B [I (XB,L;YN ,B,L)]
= max
ρB:
∑
m∈B ρm≤P
∑
m∈B
max
p(Xm,L):E[ 1Lc
∑
`∈L |Xm,`|2]≤ρm
EHN ,m [I (Xm,L;YN ,m,L)]
(10)
5A. Determining the number of active subchannels
Due to the fact that the channel coefficients Hr,m in (1)
are independent and the transmitter has no CSI or feedback,
the mutual information maximization problem in (10) can
be expressed as the separate maximization problems over a
collection of parallel subchannels coupled together only by
the average input power constraint.
We observe that when ρm is fixed, the maximization prob-
lems over the subchannels are decoupled. We can define the
maximum mutual information achievable on subchannel m as
a function of the subchannel transmit power ρm as follows:
fC,m(ρm) , max
p(Xm,L):
E
[∑
`∈L |Xm,`|2
Lc
]≤ρm
EHN ,m [I (Xm,L;YN ,m,L)].
(11)
Since the Hr,m in (1) are i.i.d., the function fC,m(.) is the
same for all subchannels. We denote this by dropping the index
m. This allows us to rewrite the capacity of the wideband
channel as the following sum of identical subchannel capacity
functions.
Cn(B,N) = max
ρB:
∑
m∈B ρm≤P
∑
m∈B
fC(ρm) (12)
We observe that fC(ρm) is a non-decreasing function of
ρm. By the symmetry of the problem and the KKT conditions,
the optimal capacity achieving solution consists of selecting a
certain number of subchannels and dividing the total transmit
power equally across them.
This means that the non-coherent capacity of the wideband
channel can be written as
Cn(B,N) = max
M∈{1...B}
MfC
(
P
M
)
(13)
where, to fully characterize capacity, we would have to address
two optimizations: first, find the optimal per-subchannel input
distribution in (11) when ρm = PM ; and second, find the
optimal number of subchannels that must be used in order
to maximize (13), denoted by M∗.
B. Separation of Energy and Shape Distributions
The following lemma is Theorem 2 in [3], particularized
from MIMO to SIMO and written using our notation. We will
use this lemma to simplify the inner optimization contained
in (11).
Lemma 2. (Theorem 2 of [3]) The optimal distribution for a
frequency-flat Rayleigh block fading 1×N SIMO (sub)channel
is Xm,L =
√
AmUm,L where Am and Um,L are independent,
Am is a non-negative real number distribution and Um,L is
an Isotropically Distributed Unitary Vector (IDUV).
Using this result the input optimization problem in
(11) reduces as follows: given Xm,L =
√
AmUm,L
with known optimal p(Um,L), we need only to optimize
I
(√
AmUm,L;YN ,m,L
)
over {p(Am) : E [Am] = ρm}. Still,
the amplitude distribution optimization over p(Am) contained
in fC(ρm) to characterize capacity exactly remains elusive.
Instead, in Sections IV-C and IV-D we obtain scaling upper
bounds on fC( PM ) as a function of M and based on these
results we identify a limit to the scaling of the optimal number
of subchannels M∗ and obtain an upper bound on capacity
scaling, i.e. on the scaling of M∗fC( PM∗ ). In addition, we
present an EM scheme in Section V that achieves the capacity
scaling upper bounds in all regimes and thus shows our result
fully characterizes the capacity scaling.
This generalizes our prior result in [1] where we had
employed a different proof that required two assumptions: that
the fading blocklength was one (Lc = 1) and that the input
distribution p(Xm,L) was subject to a peak power constraint.
For ease of presentation, we introduce our extension by first
removing one constraint, the peak power constraint, while
keeping the other, Lc = 1 in Section IV-C, and next we
generalize the proof to Lc > 1 in Section IV-D.
C. Scaling upper bound for Cn(B,N) with Lc = 1,  > 12
Taking Lemma 2 (i.e. Theorem 2 of [3]), Lc = 1 implies
that the isotropic vector Um,L becomes a random phase that
cannot be recovered by the receiver, and the rate depends
completely on the information carried by the distribution
of the input energy, i.e., p(Am) with Am = |Xm,0|2. In
this subsection, we assume that the transmit power is spread
equally across M “active” subchannels and investigate if the
total capacity, i.e., MfC(P/M), can exceed Θ(N
1
2 +ξ) for any
positive ξ. We focus on the case when the bandwidth scales
like M = Θ(N
1
2 +α) for α > 0, since when the bandwidth
scales like Θ(N
1
2−α) for any positive α, our achievable
scheme achieves the scaling behavior of the coherent channel
capacity scaling. With M = Θ(N
1
2 +α) we have the following
upper bound for the capacity function in each active subchan-
nel.
Lemma 3. When M = Θ(N 12 +α) with α > 0, ρm = PM and
Lc = 1, the subchannel capacity function (11) satisfies
fC(P/M) ≤ Θ
(
1
N2α
)
. (14)
Proof. Appendix A provides the proof for this. The proof re-
lies on the observation that when two values of input energies
am, a
′
m ∼ Am are close to each other, the output distributions
p(YN ,m,L|am) and p(YN ,m,L|a′m) are indistinguishable in
a sense made precise in Appendix A. Moreover, the input
energies cannot be too far away from zero without violating
the average energy constraint.
Remark 2. Lemma 3 implies that when there are M =
Θ(N
1
2 +α) “active” subchannels, the total mutual information
in the wideband channel is given by
MfC(P/M) ≤ Θ(N 12−α). (15)
Therefore for any α > 0 we have MfC(P/M) = Θ(N
1
2−α) ≤√
Nf(P/
√
N) = Θ(N
1
2 ). Therefore the optimal allocation
M∗ that maximizes (13) satisfies M∗ ≤ Θ(N 12 ). Since
fC(P/M
∗) decreases with M∗, M∗fC(P/M∗) ≤ Θ(M∗) ≤
6Θ(N
1
2 ), and thus the converse of Theorem 1 with  > 12 is
proven for Lc = 1
D. Upper bound on non-coherent capacity scaling, Lc > 1
For the case Lc > 1, the Marzetta-Hochwald optimal input
result in Lemma 2 [3] gives an input with the isotropic vector
Um,L with more than one component. In the case Lc = 1 no
information about Um,L could be recovered from the channel
output, but for Lc > 1 the channel output may give infor-
mation about Um,L in the sense that some phase-differences
and amplitude-differences between Um,` and Um,`+1 might be
recoverable. Therefore, to construct the extension of Lemma
3, the main difference from the proof when Lc = 1 is we must
show that, when the sequence length Lc is a constant that does
not scale with N , instead of “all the rate” , now “most of the
rate” depends on the information carried by the distribution of
energy of the input. The input energy density is now defined
as p(Am) where the energy satisfies Am =
∑Lc−1
`=0 |Xm,`|2.
The exact sense in which “most of the rate” is interpreted is
made clear in the proof.
We state the new lemma for the mutual information per
subchannel as follows
Lemma 4. When M = Θ(N 12 +α), with α > 0, ρm = PM and
Lc ≥ 1 remains constant as N grows, the subchannel capacity
function (11) satisfies
fC(P/M) ≤ Θ
(
1
N2α
)
. (16)
Proof. Details are presented in Appendix B.
Remark 3. Although the proof requires additional steps, the
scaling bound in Lemma 4 takes the same value as in Lemma
3. Therefore Remark 2 applies also to the general case Lc ≥ 1.
V. ACHIEVABILITY USING ENERGY MODULATION
We consider the wideband counterpart of the EM scheme
initially described in [28], [29] for a narrowband non-coherent
massive SIMO system with M = 1 and Lc = 1. The
narrowband EM scheme modulates information only in the
amplitude of the input using a non-negative-valued energy
input constellation, transmitting X ∈ R+∪{0} such that X2 ∈
C. Thus the receiver does not utilize the phase of the output and
computes a quadratic total energy statistic across all receive
antennas, V = 1N
∑
N |Yr|2. As N →∞ with constant power
the received statistic satisfies V → X2+1±o(1/N) where the
second term stems from the noise power 1N
∑
N |Zr|2 → 1.
Thus, the receiver can decode by unequivocally mapping
different received-energy regions over V to different inputs
X .
In this section we define the EM scheme for a wideband sys-
tem with any arbitrary Rayleigh fading block length constant
Lc ≥ 1. We consider the case of transmitting independent
streams of information in M subchannels, with the power
equally spread across all subchannels. In relation to our upper
bounds in Section IV note that M is the number of active
subchannels that may be selected as less than or equal to
the number of available subchannels B = Θ(N ). Our main
challenge is to characterize the joint error probability across M
parallel EM transmissions when the power of each is Θ(1/M)
instead of constant. We show that even in this case, ∀α > 0 if
M ≤ Θ(N 12−α) the error probability still vanishes as N →∞
and EM can achieve an arbitrarily low probability of error
when we select a constellation C of a specific type such that
the rate is M log2 |C| = Θ(M log(N)).
To design the wideband EM achievable scheme we assume
the transmitter wishes to transmit a total rate of R bits per
coherence block (can be converted to RBsLc bits per second
where Bs and Lc are constants). In each band, the transmitter
uses the same constellation C and only one point in the energy
constellation is transmitted during the Lc symbols of duration
of the fading block. Hence, to transmit a total of R bits the
constellation size should satisfy |C| = 2R/M , and to satisfy
the power constraint the average power of the constellation is
P
M . Without loss of generality let us normalize the transmitted
power P = 1.
We design the wideband EM scheme for arbitrary Lc
assuming an energy detector that removes the need to perform
encoding across multiple symbols of the same block (`). The
transmitter sends Xm,` =
√
Am√
Lc
where Am ∈ C. In terms of
the optimal capacity-achieving input distribution in Lemma 2,
X`,m =
√
AmUm,L, the EM scheme replaces the IDUV Um,L
by the all-ones normalized vector 1L√
Lc
. Since we showed in
Lemma 4 that when Lc is a constant “most of the rate” depends
on the information carried by the distribution of energy, the
EM scheme pays only a constant rate penalty for not using
the optimal Um,L, and the achievable rate with this scheme
achieves the scaling exponent of the capacity upper bound.
In the wideband EM scheme the receiver computes the
average energy quadratic statistic in each subband m as
follows:
Vm =
1
NLc
N−1∑
r=0
∣∣∣∣∣
Lc−1∑
`=0
Yr,m,`
∣∣∣∣∣
2
. (17)
Based on its knowledge of the statistics of the channel and
of C, the receiver divides the positive real line into non-
intersecting intervals or decoding regions {Vk}|C|k=1 and returns
kˆ ∈
{
k˜ : Vm ∈ Vk˜
}
.
Theorem 2. In a non-coherent block fading i.i.d. Rayleigh
wideband SIMO channel with N receive antennas, using
equal power and rate allocation over M = Θ(N ) sub-
channels with a finite coherence time Lc, for any  < 12 ,
EM achieves a vanishing probability of error with increasing
N using a constellation with transmitted rate that scales as
R = Θ (N  log(N)).
Proof. We assume the transmitter chooses the constellation C
as
C = {0, 2d, 4d, · · · , 2M } , (18)
where we choose the half-distance between symbols as
d = 1M(|C|−1) =
1
M
(
2
R
M −1
) , (19)
7where R is the transmission rate. We denote the scaling of
this distance as d = Θ
(
1
Nt
)
with exponent t. The transmitter
may choose any d satisfying  < t < 12 , where the lower limit
is required to achieve the specified transmission rate scaling
and the upper limit is required by the error analysis below.
For this scheme, the transmitted rate R must have the
scaling Θ (N  log(N)) as we have assumed in the theorem,
but this rate must also satisfy an equality relative to the number
of subchannels times the bits per symbol of the constellation:
R = M log2 |C|. Therefore R depends on d via the cardinality
of the constellation |C| = Θ(N t−). We can show both
requirements of R are compatible by writing the scaling of
R = M log2 |C| as follows
R = Θ (N  log2(1 +N
t−))
= Θ (N  log2(N))
(20)
which agrees with the assumption of the theorem and shows
that the chosen exponent t ≥  affects the rate as a multiplying
constant without changing its scaling with N . We next show
that we can achieve a vanishing error probability as long as
we choose t < 12 , i.e. when the chosen separation between
nearest constellation points d = Θ(N−t) decays slower than
Θ(N−
1
2 ).
Since Vm approaches 1+Am the centers of the decoding re-
gions are a shifted version of the energy constellation symbols
(shifted by the noise power), defined as V1 = (−∞, 1 + d] ,
Vk = ((2k − 1)d+ 1, (2k + 1)d+ 1] for 2 ≤ k ≤ |C|−1, and
V|C| = ((2|C| − 1)d+ 1,∞).
For these decoding regions, we consider the union bound
on the probability of error over all the subchannels as follows
Perror ≤
M∑
m=1
∑
k∈C
Perror,m(kˆ 6= k)
(a)≈ N N t−e−N(mink Ik(d))
(b)≈ N te−N1−2t ,
(21)
where Perror,m is the probability of error due to transmission in
the mth subband, and (a) and (b) follow from the narrowband
EM analysis in [31]. Particularly, step (a) in (21) upper bounds
Perror,m using the error exponent function defined as
Ik(d) , lim
N→∞
− log(Prob(|Vm−2(k−1)d−1|>d))
N . (22)
In EM the Maximum Likelihood detector becomes the energy-
based detector for the quadratic statistic Vm [31, Lemma 1].
Finally step (b) in (21) follows from the limit
lim
d→0
Ik(d)
d2
= Θ(1) (23)
for all k, which is proven in [31, Lemma 3].
Therefore, for  < 12 the transmitter can choose from a
family of constellations satisfying  < t < 12 such that the rate
is Θ(N  log(N)) and the right hand side expression in (21)
goes to zero as N grows, completing the proof of Theorem
2.
Remark 4. Note that the proof of Theorem 2 offers a collec-
tion of achievable schemes that spans a family of constellations
characterized by the parameter t with  < t < 12 . Any
constellation in this family achieves the specified rate scaling
with vanishing error probability. Different constellations with
different parameters t are differentiated by a trade-off between
their rate and error slope, in the sense that a greater t does
not modify rate scaling but increases a non-scaling constant
multiplier of the achieved rate. Moreover a larger parameter
t decreases the exponent that characterizes the decay speed
of the error probability as N grows. Finally, the closer  is
to 12 the narrower the range of valid constellations and for
 = 12 the error probability union bound becomes a constant
and does not vanish.
VI. NUMERIC EXAMPLES, DISCUSSION AND EXTENSIONS
A. Intuition behind capacity scaling
Fig. 2 provides an intuitive interpretation of Theorems 1 and
2. The values of the output energy statistic conditioned on the
input energy p(Vm|Am = am) are distributed around am + 1
with most of the probability measure concentrated in a region
of size 1/N
1
2 around the center. In Fig. 2(a) the inputs are
separated as |a′m−am| = 1
N
1
2
−α , for a
′
m, am ∈ C : a′m 6= am,
the centers become closer at a slower pace than the tails shrink,
and the transmitted symbols become easier to distinguish as
N increases (Theorem 2). Conversely, in Fig. 2(b) we have
|a′m − am| = 1
N
1
2
+α
, and, as N grows, the centers of the two
conditional output distributions become closer faster than their
tails vanish, which is consistent with the interpretation of the
proof of Lemma 3 discussed in Section IV-C.
B. Performance obtained with achievable scheme
In Figure 3 we illustrate the Bit Error Rate (BER) and the
rate for a series of EM numerical simulation examples. All
simulated points in the figure are obtained by the Monte-Carlo
method with 105 bits per point. As a rule of thumb this number
of Monte-Carlo simulations is sufficient to estimate BERs up
to 10−4, however to conduct simulations both B and N must
be integers, so we rounded the number of subchannels as M =
dN e. We remark that the curves are not smooth due to the
bumpy behavior of the ceiling function and not due to a lack
of sufficient bits in simulation.
In Figure 3(a) we observe that the BER vanishes as N grows
for schemes with  < 12 , whereas the error does not decay
when  > 12 . Moreover, the error vanishes more slowly when
 is close to the threshold, as expected, by the bounds in the
proof of Theorem 2. In Figure 3(b) we see the transmitted
rate of the EM scheme for each scenario, which is simply
computed as M log |C|. The rates for all EM schemes grow
consistently with M = dN e, yet the rates with exponents
greater than 12 cannot be sustained with an arbitrarily low error
probability for large enough N . Here the rates are given in
units of bits per channel coherence block, so for example if
Lc/Bs = 1 ms then the unit is Kb/s.
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(b) Excessive bandwidth regime: Power is spread over
an excessively large bandwidth
Fig. 2: Bandwidth-limited and excessive bandwidth capacity regimes
C. Numerical plots of achievable rate with bandwidth
Figure 4 shows a numerical comparison between the ca-
pacities obtained with the genie aided coherent receiver and
the pilot-assisted coherent receiver, as a fixed transmit power
is spread across more and more subchannels. For the genie-
aided receiver, we assume that the subchannel gains at all
antennas are known precisely and the capacity is (8). For the
pilot-assisted receiver we perform MMSE channel estimation
using a known pilot symbol sequence with power equal to
the average transmit power per subchannel for 20% of the
available symbol times (i.e., the pilot overhead is 20%);
and use the remaining time slots for data transmission. For
calculating the rates achievable by the pilot-assisted scheme
with nearest-neighbor symbol decisions, we use the spectral
efficiency analysis for block-fading channels developed in [8],
based on an effective SNR [8, equation (47)] that takes into
account the channel estimation MMSE [8, equation (48)]. We
modify our capacity expression (8) to incorporate this effective
SNR rather than the actual SNR, producing Rpilot−assisted =
E
[
BBs log
(
1 +
P (
∑N−1
r=0 |Hr,m|
2)
B (1−MMSE)
1+
P (
∑N−1
r=0 |Hr,m|2)
B MMSE
)]
. We remark
that nearest-neighbor symbol-by-symbol decisions are subop-
timal under our channel model with pilot-assisted channel
estimation, but often employed in practical devices [8]. This
rate calculation method illustrates that our scaling law result
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Fig. 3: Simulated EM channel for different values of . Recall that
 captures the relative growth of available bandwidth (B) with the
number of receiver antennas (N), i.e., B = Θ((N)).
is applicable not just in asymptotically large regimes of
bandwidth and numbers of antennas, but also in practical
systems.
We choose a sub-6 GHz band with a total available band-
width of 100 MHz. We keep the coherence time fixed at 200
symbol times, with the subchannel bandwidth (equal to the
coherence bandwidth) being 1 MHz. This corresponds to a
delay spread of (on the order of) 100 ns, which is typical
for small outdoor deployments. Generally, both B and N can
reach several hundreds in current standards. The 3GPP New
Radio specification has up to 100 MHz bandwidth [34] in the
sub-6 GHz bands (more if we consider carrier aggregation).
Arrays with dozens to hundreds of antennas are practical in
sub-6 GHz frequencies use; for example [24] shows a 3.7GHz
platform with 160 cross-polarized antennas.
The total noise power per subchannel is fixed, and the
transmit power is fixed such that if there is only 1 active
subchannel, the received SNR per subchannel per antenna is
3 dB. In Fig. 4 we consider a 16-antenna, a 64-antenna and a
256-antenna system.
From the figure, we observe that, while the genie-aided
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Fig. 4: Capacity comparison between genie-aided and pilot-assisted
coherent schemes. N is the number of receiver antennas.
schemes are able to exploit all available spectrum for capacity
improvement, the pilot assisted schemes are able to exploit
only up to a certain bandwidth or, equivalently, a certain
number of subchannels. If the transmit power is spread over
more than the threshold number of subchannels, the channel
estimation error dominates and drives down the achievable
rate.
Furthermore, we represent with green stars in Fig. 4 the
threshold bandwidth for the pilot-assisted receivers, that is,
the maximum capacity values of the curves. The thresholds
are located at 1.88, 4.17 and 7.88 MHz for 16, 64 and 256
antennas, respectively. Thus for each increase in the number
of antennas by a factor of four, we see that the threshold
bandwidth increases roughly by a factor of two. This is
consistent with our analytical derivations concerning the joint
capacity scaling behavior with a large number of antennas and
a large bandwidth, which reveals that for noncoherent receivers
(of which the pilot-assisted coherent receiver is a special case),
there is a threshold bandwidth proportional to the square root
of the number of antennas and any bandwidth in excess of this
threshold does not help in enhancing the capacity scaling.
D. Subchannel bandwidth and coherence bandwidth
The gain associated with the frequency selective wideband
channel has been modeled to be piecewise constant (and i.i.d.
Rayleigh fading), with the gain being constant over the sub-
channel bandwidth Bs. Hence the subchannel bandwidth Bs is
equal to the coherence bandwidth associated with the channel
[2]. The coherence bandwidth is a property of the propagation
environment, which is usually related to the inverse of the
delay spread.
One possible practical interpretation of our system model is
an OFDM system where the subcarrier separation is exactly
Bs and the channel remains constant for Lc OFDM symbols.
In many OFDM systems however, the OFDM subcarrier
separation (inverse of the OFDM symbol time) is much smaller
than the coherence bandwidth to ensure flatness of subcarrier
gains [2]. On the other hand, our channel model is fully
general and the coherence bandwidth is a property of the
block-fading channel whereas the OFDM subcarrier separation
is only a property of one particular waveform. Under a careful
interpretation of Bs and Lc, the non-coherent capacity bounds
in our analysis hold for any waveform that can be converted
into our channel model using standard transformations [18].
This includes certain cases of time-domain signaling, OFDM,
SC-FDMA, or CDMA.
We defer to future work the analysis of channels where
the adjacent subchannel gains are not i.i.d. and multipath
channels that do not exhibit rich scattering - such as those
in the mmWave bands.
E. Overspreading in more general channel models
We note that overspreading also appears in channel models
that do not experience rich scattering. In particular, for a
fixed number of antennas, Telatar and Tse showed that even
sparse multipath channels experience overspreading when the
delays of the paths are not known [10]. Raghavan et al
found similar results for capacity scaling with bandwidth
under sparse multipath channels [35]. Ferrante et al revised
this framework to account for mmWave systems with Ricean
fading, blockage and oxygen absorption [17].
These works suggest that our results might be applicable
to a broader class of channel models than the i.i.d. Rayleigh
block-fading model analyzed in this work.
F. Extension to MIMO and Multi-user Channels
The following remarks briefly discuss how the main ob-
servations in this paper for the single-user SIMO channel
can be applicable to a MIMO single user channel and to the
uplink of cellular systems where multiple single-antenna users
transmit to a multi-antenna BS forming a SIMO multiple-
access channel (MAC).
Remark 5. Consider a massive MIMO channel with the
number of transmit antennas T that scales with N . Let us
denote the transmit antenna index by t ∈ T , {1 . . . T} and
the exponent T = Θ(Nγ). A channel model generalizing (1)
can be written as follows
Yr,m,` =
T∑
t=1
Hr,m,tXm,`,t + Zr,m,`. (24)
with non-coherent capacity Cn(N,B, T ) ,
sup
p(XB,L,T )
I (XB,L,T ;YN ,B,L). It is shown in [3] that the
mutual information does not increase when T > Lc, where
Lc is the constant coherence block length of the fading
channel. Therefore Cn(N,B, T ) ≤ Cn(N,B,min(Lc, T )).
Applying the chain rule we can write the upper bound
Cn(N,B, T ) ≤ min(T, Lc)Cn(N,B) = Θ(Nmin(, 12 )), and
the lower bound Cn(N,B, T ) ≥ Cn(N,B). Therefore, when
Lc is constant, T > 1 can increase capacity at most by
a constant but the exponent γ does not affect the capacity
scaling.
Remark 6. Let us assume a multi-user SIMO channel with
U users. From the classic analysis of the MAC channel
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[36] we have that for any set U ⊂ {1 . . . U}, the achieved
rate of all the users u ∈ U , denoted as Ru, must satisfy
the sum-rate constraint
∑
U Ru ≤ I (XB,L,U ;YN ,B,L) where
I (XB,L,U ;YN ,B,L) is the mutual information of a virtual
MIMO channel formed by substituting T = U in (24). There-
fore, the main observations of our analysis remain applicable
to these constraints which, combined, enclose the capacity
region of the multi-user SIMO MAC channel.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have derived the capacity scaling laws governing the
relation between large bandwidth and number of receiver
antennas in coherent and non-coherent i.i.d. Rayleigh block-
fading SIMO channels. We have found that in a block-fading
channel of a fixed coherence length, the non-coherent capacity
scales with the minimum of the number of independent
subchannels and the square root of the number of receive
antennas. On the other hand, coherent capacity under perfect
genie-aided channel state information scales linearly with the
bandwidth. We have also shown that the capacity scaling of
the non-coherent channel with a large bandwidth and large
number of antennas can be achieved by an energy modulation
scheme with a non-coherent receiver.
Our results shed light on the inherent difficulty of supporting
uplink wideband communications using a large antenna array
at the receiver under a transmit power constraint. Our capacity
scaling law characterizations reveal that if the number of
antennas is large, and the channel realizations are not known
apriori, using excessive bandwidth can actually degrade the
achievable rates. This is fundamentally due to the fact that with
a larger bandwidth, and hence, a larger number of subchannels,
there is less power available for pilot-assisted channel estima-
tion at each subchannel. This is in sharp contrast to what might
be expected from a coherent capacity analysis with genie-aided
perfect channel state information.
We finally point out that our results have focused on the
scaling laws of capacities in the joint asymptotic regime of
large bandwidth and large number of antennas. The capacity
and capacity-achieving strategy of non-coherent systems with
a finite number of antennas and bandwidth is unknown, and
hence this work does not answer questions about the capacity
difference between coherent and noncoherent systems in this
regime. Characterizing various properties of the non-coherent
channel capacity and the capacity achieving transmission
strategy remains an interesting topic for future work.
APPENDIX A
MUTUAL INFORMATION UPPER BOUND FOR Lc = 1
In this appendix we prove Lemma 3. Lemma 2 tells us
that the optimal input satisfies Xm,L =
√
AmUm,L where
Am ≥ 0 and Um,L is a unitary isotropic vector of length Lc.
For convenience we define a normalized amplitude distribution
as Am , (
∑
`∈L |Xm,`|2)Nα+
1
2 = AmN
α+ 12 , so that we
have E
[
A0
]
= Θ(1).
Since Lc = 1 the set L = {0 . . . Lc − 1} becomes just
the first element, {0}. Therefore, we replace the subindex L
by 0 in all symbols hereafter. For example, Um,0 is a unitary
isotropic vector of length 1, which boils down to a uniform
random phase rotation. Am simplifies as |Xm,0|2Nα+ 12 =
AmN
α+ 12 , and so on.
We want to upper bound the subchannel capacity function
(11) with L = {0} and the power allocation argument ρm =
P
N
1
2
+α
, which produces
fC(
P
N
1
2 +α
) , max
p(X0,0):E[|X0,0|2]≤ P
N
1
2
+α
I (X0,0;YN ,0,0). (25)
Here without loss of generality we have chosen the subchannel
index m = 0 to evaluate the mutual information, which
takes the same value in all the “active” M = N
1
2 +α ≤ B
subchannels.
For any ξ < α, we define the sets Sk = [(k −
1)Nα−ξ, kNα−ξ) for k belonging to the set of natural num-
bers k ∈ N. We can verify that ∪k∈NSk covers the positive
real line. We upper bound the mutual information using the
sets Sk and A0 and the “indicator function” defined as
IA0∈Sk =
{
1 a0 ∈ Sk
0 a0 /∈ Sk,
(26)
which leads to the upper bound on the mutual information
integral given in (27).
I (X0,0;YN ,0,0) = I
(√
A0N
α+ 12Um,L;YN ,0,0
)
= EA0
[
EYN ,0,0|A0
[
log
(
p(YN ,0,0|A0)
p(YN ,0,0)
)]]
=
∑
k∈N
EA0
[
EYN ,0,0|A0
[
log
(
p(YN ,0,0|A0)
p(YN ,0,0)
)]]
(a)
≤
∑
k∈N
EA0
[
IA0∈SkEYN ,0,0|A0
[
log
(
p(YN ,0,0|A0)∫
s∈Sk p(YN ,0,0|A0 = s)µA0(ds)
)]]
= −
∑
k∈N
EA0
[
IA0∈SkEYN ,0,0|A0
[
log
(∫
s∈Ik
p(YN ,0,0|A0 = s)
p(YN ,0,0|A0)
µA0(ds)
)]]
.
(27)
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The inequality (a) follows from the fact that p(YN ,0,0) ≤∫
s∈Sk p(YN ,0,0|A0 = s)µA0(ds), where µX(A) refers to the
measure of set A under the distribution induced by the random
variable X. And the last step uses the negative of the logarithm
so that we can introduce the term p(YN ,0,0|A0) inside the
integral over ds.
Say we denote the integration variable for the average
EA0 [.] in the above expression with the letter a. This step has
allowed us to write the upper bound of the mutual information
as an integral containing p(YN ,0,0|A0=s)
p(YN ,0,0|A0=a) where a and s are
treated as independent realizations of the random variable A0
at two different integrals.
We now show that in the limit N → ∞ the conditional
distributions p(YN ,0,0|A0 = s) and p(YN ,0,0|A0 = a) are
similar for all a, s ∈ Sk. In particular we expand the ratio as
follows
p(YN ,0,0|A0 = s)
p(YN ,0,0|A0 = a)
=
(
1 + a
N
1
2
+α
1 + s
N
1
2
+α
)N
×
e
−(∑N−1r=0 |Yr,0,0|2)
 1
1+ s
N
1
2
+α
− 1
1+ a
N
1
2
+α

.
(28)
Defining the difference ∆a = s− a, this may be written as
p(YN ,0,0|A0 = s)
p(YN ,0,0|A0 = a)
=
1 + ∆aN 12 +α
1 + a
N
1
2
+α
−N ×
e
−NG
 −
∆a
N
1
2
+α1+ a
N
1
2
+α
)(1+ a
N
1
2
+α
+ ∆a
N
1
2
+α


.
= e
−N ∆a
N
1
2
+α
(1−G)
.
(29)
where G ,
∑N−1
r=0 |Yr,0,0|2
N , and we use the result that (1 +
f(N))t(N)
.
= ef(N)t(N) if f(N) → 0, t(N) → ∞, such that
f(N)t(N) → ∞. We now observe that, as N → ∞, by the
central limit theorem,
√
N(G − 1 − a
N
1
2
+α
) converges to a
zero mean normal random variable independent of a with a
variance independent of N .
We can now use (29) to write the part inside the logarithm
as follows
∫
s∈Sk
1
pk
p(YN ,0,0|A0 = s)
p(YN ,0,0|A0 = a)
µA0(ds)
=
∫
s∈Ik
1
pk
e−T (s,G,A0)µA0(ds)
= 1−Θ
(∫
s∈Sk
p(s)
pk
T (s,G, a)ds
)
,
(30)
where T (s,G, a) =
(
N (s−a)
N
1
2
+α
(1−G)
)
. The last step follows
from the CLT and the observation that
lim
N→∞
T (s,G, a) = lim
N→∞
N
s− a
N
1
2 +α
a
N
1
2 +α
= 0. (31)
Writing down all the steps in the integral EA0 [.] with
variable a ∈ Sk we get (32), where (a) is (27) and (b) comes
from (28),(29),(30). In (c) we use log(1 − x) = −Θ(x) as
x→ 0. In (d) we use the average of G according to CLT, and
(e) is just cleanup.
Using
∫
µA0(ds) = 1, (
∫
aµA0(da))(
∫
sµA0(ds)) = Θ(1),
and |s−a| < Θ(Nα−ξ), due to the assumption that a, s ∈ Sk,
we get that,
EA0
[
EYN ,0,0|A0
[
log
(
p(YN ,0,0|A0)
p(YN ,0,0)
)]]
≤ Θ(N−α−ξ).
(33)
Since this must be satisfied for any ξ ≤ α the tightest bound
is choosing ξ = α producing
I (X0,0;YN ,0,0) = EA0
[
EYN ,0,0|A0
[
log
(
p(YN ,0,0|A0)
p(YN ,0,0)
)]]
(a)
≤ −
∞∑
k=1
∫
a∈Sk
EYN ,0,0|A0=a
[
log
∫
s∈Sk
1
pk
p(YN ,0,0|A0 = s)
p(YN ,0,0|A0 = a)
µA0(ds)
]
µA0(da)
(b)
=
∞∑
k=1
−
∫
a∈Sk
EYN ,0,0|a
[
log
(
1−Θ
(∫
s∈Sk
1
pk
T (s,G, a)µA0(ds)
))]
µA0(da)
(c)
≤
∞∑
k=1
∫
a∈Sk
∫
s∈Sk
Θ(N)
(
s− a
N
1
2 +α
)(
1− EYN ,0,0|a [G]
)
µA0(ds)µA0(da)
(d)
=
∞∑
k=1
∫
a∈Sk
∫
s∈Sk
N
(
s− a
N
1
2 +α
)(
1− 1− a
N
1
2 +α
)
µA0(ds)µA0(da)
(e)
=
∞∑
k=1
∫
a∈Sk
∫
s∈Sk
N−2α ((a− s)a)µA0(ds)µA0(da),
(32)
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I (X0,0;YN ,0,0) = EA0
[
EYN ,0,0|A0
[
log
(
p(YN ,0,0|A0)
p(YN ,0,0)
)]]
≤ Θ(N−2α).
(34)
APPENDIX B
MUTUAL INFORMATION UPPER BOUND FOR Lc ≥ 1
Lemma 2 specifies that the optimal input satisfies Xm,L =√
AmUm,L where Am > 0 and Um,L is a unitary isotropic
vector of length Lc. It is known that∑
`∈L
|Um,`|2 = 1. (35)
We next write down the distribution of the output for
subchannel m = 0, denoted YN ,0,L, given a fixed input X0,L.
We have
p(YN ,0,L|X0,L) =
=
∫
e−
∑N−1
r=0
∑Lc−1
`=0 |Yr,0,`−Hr,0X0,`|2e−
∑N−1
r=0 |Hr,0|2dHN
piNLc
=
∫
e−
∑N−1
r=0
∑Lc−1
`=0 |Yr,0,`−Hr
√
A0U0,`|2e−
∑N−1
r=0 |Hr|2dHN
piNLc
=
e(−
∑N−1
r=0
∑Lc−1
`=0 |Yr,0,`|2)+
∑N−1
r=0
|∑Lc−1
`=0
Y`
√
A0U
∗
0,`|
2
1+A0
piNLc(1 +A0)N
(36)
Similar to the proof for Lc = 1, we now proceed
to define a normalized amplitude distribution as A0 ,
(
∑
`∈L |X0,`|2)Nα+
1
2 = A0N
α+ 12 . Observe that
E
[
A0
]
= Lc = Θ(1). (37)
We now proceed to find the ratio of two conditional dis-
tributions for two different realizations of X0,L. As in the
case Lc = 1, such a ratio will be found inside an average
where a and b (respectively u0,L and v0,L) will be integration
variables treated as independent realizations of the variable A0
(respectively U0,L) for integration purposes. We have:
p(YN ,0,L|A0 = a, U0,L = u0,L)
p(YN ,0,L|A0 = b, U0,L = v0,L)
=
=
(1 + b
N
1
2
+α
)N
(1 + a
N
1
2
+α
)N
e
∑N−1
r=0
|∑Lc−1
`=0
Yr,0,`
√
a
N
1
2
+α
u∗0,`|
2
1+ a
N
1
2
+α
e
∑N−1
r=0
|∑Lc−1
`=0
Yr,0,`
√
b
N
1
2
+α
v∗
0,`
|2
1+ b
N
1
2
+α
.
(38)
We now make an observation about the exponents. We note
that, if a, b ∈ Sk for a fixed k, a
N
1
2
+α
, b
N
1
2
+α
→ 0 as N →
∞, and we thus obtain (39) where the notation f(N)=˙g(N)
represents limN→∞ f(N)− g(N) = 0.
We now observe the following: under the distribution
p(YN ,0,L|A0 = b, U0,L = v0,L), we have
|
Lc−1∑
`=0
Yr,0,`u
∗
0,`| = |
√
b
|∑`∈L u∗0,`v0,`|2
N
1
2 +α
+ Z˜0|, (40)
and
Lc−1∑
`=0
Yr,0,`v
∗
0,` =
√
b
N
1
2 +α
+ Zˆ0, (41)
where Z˜0 and Zˆ0 are zero mean complex Gaussians of
unit second moment, with E
[
Z˜0Zˆ0
∗]
=
∑Lc−1
`=0 u0,`v
∗
0,` ,
t(u0,L, v0,`). By concentration of measure, we have that
G ,
1
N
∑N−1
r=0
(
(|∑Lc−1`=0 Yr,0,`u∗0,`|2) a
N
1
2
+α
−(|∑Lc−1`=0 Yr,0,`v∗0,`|2) b
N
1
2
+α
)
∼ a− b
N
1
2 +α
(1 +
m(u0,L, v0,`)√
N
ν)
+
a
N
1
2 +α
b
N
1
2 +α
|
∑
`∈L
u∗0,`v0,`|2
− ( b
N
1
2 +α
)2 + lower order terms,
(42)
where ∼ stands for “distributed as”, ν (defined as√
N(G−1)
m(u0,L,v0,L)
) is distributed as a Gaussian random variable
independent of u0,L and v0,L, and
m2(u0,L, v0,L) = (a+ b)2 − 2abE
[
|Z˜0Zˆ0|2
]
. (43)
Observe that, when t(u0,L, v0,`) = 1, i.e., when u0,L = v0,L,
we have m2(u0,L, v0,`) = (a− b)2, and when t(u0,L, v0,L) =
0, m2(u0,L, v0,L) = a2 + b2. Thus
(a− b)2 ≤ m2(u0,L, v0,L) ≤ a2 + b2, (44)
and the maximum variation in the value of m2(u0,L, v0,L)
across all values of u0,L is bounded by Θ(ab).
We can then simplify (39) to give
(38) .=
(
1 +
b− a
N
1
2 +α
)N
e
∑N−1
r=0 ((|
∑Lc−1
`=0 Yr,0,`u
∗
0,`|2)( a
N
1
2
+α
(1− a
N
1
2
+α
))−(|∑Lc−1`=0 Yr,0,`u∗0,`|2)( b
N
1
2
+α
(1− b
N
1
2
+α
)))
.
= e
N b−a
N
1
2
+α e
∑N−1
r=0 ((|
∑Lc−1
`=0 Yr,0,`u
∗
0,`|2) a
N
1
2
+α
−(|∑Lc−1`=0 Yr,0,`v∗0,`|2) b
N
1
2
+α
)
.
(39)
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p(YN ,0,L|A0 = a, U0,L = u0,L)
p(YN ,0,L|A0 = b, U0,L = v0,L)
.
= e
(b−a)N+∑N−1r=0 (a(|∑Lc−1`=0 Yr,0,`u∗0,`|2)−b(|∑Lc−1`=0 Yr,0,`v∗0,`|2))
N
1
2
+α
.
= e
N
(
b−a
N
1
2
+α
+G
)
.
= e
N
(
a−b
N
1
2
+α
m(u0,L,v0,`)ν√
N
− b
N
1
2
+α
(
b−a|∑`∈L u∗0,`v0,`|2
N
1
2
+α
))
.
(45)
From Laplace’s principle, we then get (46) as N → ∞.
Observe that the denominator is independent of v0,L in the
limit as N →∞. We now observe that
maxu0,L N
(
a−b
N
1
2
+α
m(u0,L,v0,L)ν√
N
− b
N
1
2
+α
(
b−a|∑`∈L u∗0,`v0,`|2
N
1
2
+α
) )
,M(a, b, ν)
=

N
(
a−b
N
1
2
+α
|a−b|ν√
N
− b
N
1
2
+α
(
b−a
N
1
2
+α
))
if (a− b)ν < 0,
N
(
a−b
N
1
2
+α
+
√
a2+b2ν√
N
−
(
b
N
1
2
+α
)2)
if (a− b)ν > 0,
(47)
for a large enough N.
We now bound the mutual information for subchannel 0.
Using the same definition of Sk that we had in Appendix A, we
have that the mutual information in the subchannel 0 is given
by (48) where (a) follows from (47) and the observation that ν
in (47) is independent of U0,L in the limit. (b) follows from the
fact that Eν|b [M(a, b, ν)] = − b
2
N2α +
1
2
ab
N2α . (c) is established
exactly the same way as in Appendix A. This concludes the
proof.
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